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Question 5

There are several subspecies of the mouse, Mus musculus, living throughout the world.
You decide to study their spread from an ancestral population using sequences from
mitochondria and Y chromosomes.

a) Why are mitochondria and Y chromosomes often used for this purpose?

You isolate mitochondrial DNA from 10 mice from geographically diverse locations, and
then sequence an essential mitochondrial gene. Dashes indicate bases that are identical
to the top sequence.

England AAAGCAGAAGAAATAGATGCAAAGGCAGAAGAAGAGTTCAA
Japan --GCAT---------------C---------------AATT
South Africa ------C----------------------TA----------
India GG-CG--C------------GGG-----GG-------CGGG
China TTT---T--------------TT--------T-----GGTT
United States ------C--------------T-------------------
Philippines TTT---T--------------TC--------T-----GGTT
New Zealand ------C----------------C-----TA----------
Russia --GCAT---------------CC--------------A-TT
Yemen ---------------------------------C-------

b) Circle the region above that is most likely to be important for the function of the
mitochondrial gene.

c) Construct a tree based on these mitochondrial DNA sequences. How many major sub-
species of mice do you suppose that there are?
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Next you decide to look at markers on the Y chromosome in mice. You study a highly
polymorphic locus called Mick-Y (for Many Interesting Changes Known on the Y). You find
that populations of mice in different locales have different alleles.

Population Alleles of Mick-Y

England A,B,C
Japan L,M

South Africa B
India G,H,I
China J,K,L

United States C
Philippines K,L

New Zealand B
Russia L,M,N,O
Yemen A,B,C,D,E,F

d) Based on this information (and a little bit of knowledge about history) what do you
think is the origin of the mouse populations in the United States, New Zealand, and South
Africa?
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Question 5

There are several subspecies of the mouse, Mus musculus, living throughout the world.
You decide to study their spread from an ancestral population using sequences from
mitochondria and Y chromosomes.

a) Why are mitochondria and Y chromosomes often used for this purpose?

Mitochondria and Y chromosomes are inherited clonally, without recombination, from
one generation to the next. Mitochondria are inherited through the maternal lineage,
Y chromosomes through the paternal lineage. Recombination scrambles up
polymorphisms between chromosomes. Mitochondria evolve quickly enough to date
divergences within a species.

You isolate mitochondrial DNA from 10 mice from geographically diverse locations, and
then sequence an essential mitochondrial gene. Dashes indicate bases that are identical
to the top sequence.

England AAAGCAGAAGAAATAGATGCAAAGGCAGAAGAAGAGTTCAA
Japan --GCAT---------------C---------------AATT
South Africa ------C----------------------TA----------
India GG-CG--C------------GGG-----GG-------CGGG
China TTT---T--------------TT--------T-----GGTT
United States ------C--------------T-------------------
Philippines TTT---T--------------TC--------T-----GGTT
New Zealand ------C----------------C-----TA----------
Russia --GCAT---------------CC--------------A-TT
Yemen ---------------------------------C-------

b) Circle the region above that is most likely to be important for the function of the
mitochondrial gene.

Should circle the region with the most dashes

c) Construct a tree based on these mitochondrial DNA sequences. How many major sub-
species of mice do you suppose that there are?

((YE,(EN,(US,(SA, NZ)))),IN,((RU,JA),(CH,PH)))

Any number between 3 and 10 is acceptable, but we’re hoping for three.
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Next you decide to look at markers on the Y chromosome in mice. You study a highly
polymorphic locus called Mick-Y (for Many Interesting Changes Known on the Y). You find
that populations of mice in different locales have different alleles.

Population Alleles of Mick-Y

England A,B,C
Japan L,M

South Africa B
India G,H,I
China J,K,L

United States C
Philippines K,L

New Zealand B
Russia L,M,N,O
Yemen A,B,C,D,E,F

d) Based on this information (and a little bit of knowledge about history) what do you
think is the origin of the mouse populations in the United States, New Zealand, and South
Africa?

Mice probably came along with European colonists, each descended from a
small founder population of English mice.
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